The Arabidopsis Book
We format roughly along the lines of The Plant Cell guidelines (http://www.plantcell.org/misc/ifora.shtml).
No methods section need be included.
Please note that the accuracy of papers published in TAB is the responsibility of the author. ASPB is unable to
provide professional editorial assistance except on a case-by-case basis.

Digital Art Guidelines
Thank you for submitting your digital art to The Arabidopsis Book. To ensure the highest quality conversion and/or reproduction of your
figures, please read thoroughly and follow these instructions. Failure to do so can cause delays in the production of your manuscript. If you
have any questions about formatting your images, contact Diane McCauley (diane@aspb.org).

RESOLUTION & COLOR SPACE

All figures should be submitted as individual files. Different types of images have different resolution and file requirements. Please
examine your figures to determine what type of image each figure is so you know what resolution is expected for each. We do not want
72 dpi web-quality graphics in which colors are not realistic, text is illegible, or images are pixilated.

Black & White Line Art

Halftones/Grayscale

Color Images

Minimum resolution: 800 dpi

Minimum resolution: 300 dpi

Minimum resolution: 300 dpi

Preferred image format: EPS
Fonts must be embedded in file or text
must be converted to curves.

Preferred image format: TIF
Uncompressed and high-resolution

Preferred image format: TIF
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IMAGE DIMENSIONS
Image Dimensions

Figures should be submitted at the size you want them published in the journal. Please use the below measurements to help you correctly
size your images. For example, if you would like your Figure 1 to be published at 1½ columns wide, you must submit it with a width of no
less than 5 inches (about 30 picas wide).
1-column width = 3.4 inches wide (about 20 picas wide)
1½-column width = 5 inches (about 30 picas wide)
Full-page width = 6.7 inches wide (about 40 picas wide)

Arrangement

When putting together and submitting your figures, follow this guideline: Only one file per figure and only one figure per file! If you
have a figure that has several panels (parts A, B, & C for example), those panels must be arranged together into a single file. If you have
made your figures in PowerPoint, do not upload a single PPT that contains all the figures – each figure must be saved and uploaded
individually.

(continued on next page)

Font

Acceptable fonts include Times, Times New Roman, Courier, Helvetica, Arial, and Symbol.

FILE FORMATS
Figures files must be submitted in TIF or EPS format. High resolution JPG files are also acceptable for figure
images.
TIF FILES

If you chose to save your files as TIF files, the files must meet the resolution, RGB color space, and image size requirements.

EPS FILES

If you chose to save your files as EPS files, fonts must be embedded in the file. If fonts aren’t embedded they must be set to “create
outlines” or “convert to paths.” Please note that all images imported into software that creates EPS files must meet the resolution
requirements.

PDF FILES

PDF files are acceptable if they are of high quality and all fonts are embedded.
A NOTE ABOUT OLE: Files utilizing OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) technology to display information or embed files are
not supported and should be avoided.

UPLOADING FILES

When you are ready to submit your TAB article, please contact Diane McCauley at diane@aspb.org for instructions on uploading
your files.
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